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Abstract: Existing design methods for hybrid power system configurations obtain new solutions
based on experience, structure improvement or optimization, exhaustive searching, and the screening
of schemes at the expense of less innovation and less efficiency. Furthermore, these methods lack
mechanisms involving automotive theory to guide powertrain configuration design. In this study,
a design method of configuration with a single motor based on basic schemes of speed and torque
decoupling was proposed from the perspective of the hybrid electric vehicle fuel-saving mechanism.
First, the coupling characteristics of speed and torque in the basic scheme were analyzed from four
perspectives. Thereafter, new configurations that meet operation requirements were derived via
configuration reconstruction, which combined the better basic schemes with brakes, clutches, and
transmissions. A multidimensional evaluation and screening method based on dynamic performance,
economic performance, and adaptability was built. A comparison of S-4 with Toyota Hybrid System,
which was performed to demonstrate the feasibility of the design method, revealed that both configu-
rations perform similarly in terms of economic performance, but the dynamic performance of the S-4
is greater by approximately 50%. The times required to attain 100 km/h from 0 km/h for THS and
S-4 are 13.5 s and 6.69 s, respectively.

Keywords: hybrid power system; decoupling of speed and torque; basic configuration scheme;
performance evaluation; configuration design method

1. Introduction

Energy and environmental regulations and policies have promoted the rapid develop-
ment of hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) [1]. Compared to traditional fuel vehicles, hybrid
vehicles have an electric drive system. Through flexible control strategies, the goal of
reducing emissions and fuel consumption can be achieved. However, the system structure
of HEVs is complicated. According to the power flow direction and power coupling mode,
HEVs can be divided into series, parallel, and power-split types (series-parallel type) [2].

Series HEVs are directly driven by a motor. The engine only serves the electric system
and is completely decoupled from the wheels. It can run continually in an economic region
and has a single configuration scheme. Parallel HEVs can realize the torque decoupling of
engines and wheels. The power-split hybrid vehicle power system employs a planetary
gear (PG) as the power coupling mechanism. Through the control of the motor and
generator, speed decoupling or torque decoupling between the engine and the wheels can
be realized [3]. In the literature [4,5], the power-split mode of a single PG was classified;
the input and output split configurations are suitable for low- and high-speed working
conditions, respectively. In addition, owing to the different connection possibilities of
components and gear trains, the number of schemes for the power-split configuration is
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more than those for the other two types of hybrid powertrain configurations, which makes
the design more complicated.

Avoiding patent restrictions and developing a hybrid system with better performance
is a concern for the automotive industry, and a set of advanced configuration design
methods is a prerequisite for solving the above problems. Traditional design methods can
improve existing structures or optimize the size parameters, but fail to improve design
efficiency and choose optimal configuration. The combination of input and output power-
split modes using a single PG and synchronizer, which reduces the loss of power flow
in energy conversion, has been realized [6]. In the literature [7–9], the distribution of
mechanical points of compound power-split PGs was optimized by utilizing the lever [10]
and matrix methods to realize the combination of input power-split and compound power-
split modes, which widened the efficient operation range of the transmission system.
However, the above methods lack systematic theoretical guidance and are not easily
applicable to other configurations.

Currently, many abstract methods have been applied to configuration design. These
methods are usually based on exhaustive mathematical principles, using graphics or
dynamic equations as configuration expression tools. The basic design process is as follows:
scheme generation→ scheme screening→ simulation verification→ optimal solution.

Graphics-based methods use graphics to represent various schemes and intuitively
show the connection between various components. Hong [11] proposed a mechanical
innovation design method in 1992, which exploited the existing mechanism, transformed it
into a vertex–edge diagram [12], and then recombined it to obtain new schemes. Owing to
the numerous power-split configuration schemes, it is not realistic to use graphs to represent
them manually. Therefore, mathematical expression methods have been deduced, and
algorithms for graphs have been generated [13,14], which further broaden the application
range of this method. This method has been used to design parallel and power-split
configurations [15–17]. Yang et al. proposed an improved graph theory design method [18]
and used a neural network model [19] to improve design efficiency. A new design method
employing the tree diagram concept in graph theory, which reduces invalid structures in
the scheme generation stage, was proposed [20]. In the literature [21], the lever method
was utilized to express all single-mode schemes of double PGs. The dynamic and economic
performances of different PG characteristic parameters for these schemes were analyzed,
and the optimal scheme was selected. The above graphics-based methods convert graphics
into mathematical language that can be operated by a computer and employ algorithms to
realize the automatic generation and screening of schemes when possible schemes increase
significantly. However, it is hard to build the dynamic relationship using graphics tools to
complete performance simulation.

Researchers have determined the relationship between the various components in the
configuration using a dynamic matrix equation concerning PGs. A dynamic automatic
modeling method that omits the graphical expression, which uses the lever method or
matrix method (such adjacency method) to obtain the dynamic matrix equation, was pro-
posed [22,23]. This model explores and derives different numbers of PGs using a coefficient
matrix involving the moment of inertia of each component and the number of teeth, thus
significantly improving the efficiency of the design process. In the literature [24], the
influence of different numbers of clutches on the configuration cost and complexity was
considered, and this method was used to design the power-split configuration of dual plan-
etary sets. This design method was extended to a single-motor configuration containing an
automatic transmission [25], and the coefficient matrix was improved by incorporating the
representation method of the adjacency matrix from graph theory. Another dynamic mod-
eling design method combined with a graph theory model considering different operation
modes was proposed, and the scheme of the dual planetary set with multiple actuators was
screened [26]. At present, the automatic modeling method still lacks universality, but it is
worthy to improve the configuration’s mathematical model.
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The abovementioned graphics or dynamic design methods yield a feasible scheme
through the mathematical principles of combination and exhaustion and yield an optimal
solution. In addition, the alternative scheme depends on a preset range of components;
therefore, the presumed optimal scheme may only be the second-best solution [27]. Cur-
rently, there is no principle for the fuel-saving mechanism of HEVs (the engine works in
the economic area under the coordinated control of the motor through the power coupling
mechanism) to guide the design of HEV powertrains. Therefore, in this study, based on
the fuel-saving mechanism of HEVs, a systematic design method for a single-motor hybrid
power system was proposed. We optimized and screened the basic schemes of speed and
torque coupling by four capability indicators. Thereafter, a configuration reconstruction
was performed to further improve the configuration. Relying on the multiangle evaluation
of each configuration scheme, the HEV powertrain configuration of a single motor with an
ideal comprehensive performance was obtained. A chart of the design method is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Design progress.

The contribution of this article is that it proposes a design method of basic configura-
tion analysis, selection, reconstruction, and multiangle evaluation to generate and choose
the feasible powertrain configuration solution.

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we focus on four aspects: speed-
decoupling ability, torque-decoupling ability, electric power characteristics, and torque
amplification ability. We analyzed the basic schemes of speed and torque and explored
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the working principle and characteristics of the basic decoupling ways. In Section 3,
configuration reconstruction methods are studied. After introducing the indicator of
adaptability, the multiangle evaluation method of configuration is established in Section 4;
the optimal single-motor scheme S-4 is obtained. To verify the validity of the above works,
Section 5 presents comparison performances between S-4 and the Toyota Hybrid System
(THS). In Section 6, a summary and outlook of the study are provided.

2. Analyses on Basic Scheme

This study investigates the fuel-saving mechanism of an HEV, which adjusts the torque
and speed of the engine with a motor to ensure that the engine working point is distributed
in the high-efficiency area, and achieves the purpose of reducing fuel consumption. There
are two factors affecting fuel saving: the distribution of engine operating points directly
affects fuel consumption, and electric power loss indirectly affects the fuel-saving effect.
Through research on means of speed coupling and torque coupling, in this section, we ex-
plore the performances of the basic schemes employing the two methods above. Moreover,
we lay the foundation for the design of a complex hybrid power configuration.

2.1. Analyses of Basic Scheme of Speed Coupling

A PG is a typical speed-coupling mechanism, and basic schemes of speed coupling
around the PG can be analyzed with the lever method. For a single PG, six basic schemes
exist according to the connection position, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Six basic schemes of speed coupling based on a single planetary set.

The speed and torque equations of a single PG set are as follows:

nc =
(knR + ns)

(1 + k)
nc (1)

Tc = (1 + k)Ts =
(1 + k)TR

k
Tc (2)

2.1.1. Speed-Decoupling Capability

The ability to adjust the engine speed to the SER shown in Figure 3 can be used as an
index to measure the speed-decoupling performance. The speed transmission ratio, in, is
defined as the ratio of ne to nout. Therefore, determining the engine points distributed in the
SER by in and nout along with the constraints of Equations (1) and (2) allows the evaluation
of these schemes. The parameters of the power source used in this study are listed in
Table 1. The speed-decoupling ability of the six basic schemes was calculated, as shown in
Figure 4 and Table 2. The results show that schemes b and d have no speed-decoupling
ability, and in the other schemes, the speed-decoupling ability is rapidly weakened with an
increase in Tout.
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Figure 3. Speed economic region.

Table 1. Parameters of power sources.

Power Source Parameter Value Unit

MG
Rated power 50 kw

Rated/maximum
speed 4000/12,000 rpm

Peak torque 120 Nm

Engine
Maximum power 63 kw

Peak torque 138 (@3900 rpm) Nm
Speed range 800–6000 rpm

Figure 4. Speed-decoupling ability of six basic schemes.

Table 2. Quantitative results of speed-decoupling ability.

Scheme a b c d e f

Percentage of decoupling region 40.39% 0 46.98% 0 29.44% 33.25%
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2.1.2. Electric Power Characteristics

The proportion of electric power is defined as the absolute value of the MG power
divided by the engine power under current working conditions [7,28–30], and it can
characterize the mechanical transmission performance of the speed-coupling mechanism.
It is expected that more engine power directly reaching the wheel through the mechanical
path will avoid the energy loss caused by multiple power conversions of the electrical path.
This could lower the peak power of the motor demand as well as the maximum charge
and discharge power of the battery when the proportion of electric power is reduced. The
electric power proportion of the six schemes was calculated, as shown in Figure 5. It can
be observed that with the same k, schemes a and e have the best mechanical transmission
characteristics, b and d have the worst, and c and f are average.

Figure 5. Characteristic of electric power of the six configurations.

2.1.3. Torque Amplification Capability

The torque amplification capability represents the driving ability of the system, which
has a significant influence on the climbing and acceleration performance of a vehicle.
Considering the constraints of the external characteristics of the power sources and the
torque balance equation of the PG, the relationships between the maximum Tout, k, and
nout of each scheme were calculated, as shown in Figure 6. Among these schemes, the
Tout of schemes a, b, and d decreases with the increase in k; the Tout of schemes e and f
increases with the increase in k; however, the Tout of scheme c is less affected by k. For the
maximum Tout, schemes b and d have poor torque transmission performance because of
their quantities of Tout, whose maximum does not exceed 55 Nm; schemes a and c exhibit
the best torque transmission performance; schemes e and f are average. As nout increases,
the MG speed enters the constant-power region, and Tmg decreases. Therefore, the peak of
Tout is limited. As shown by a, c, and f, the maximum Tout begins to bend downward and
decreases sharply when nout reaches a certain value.

Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. Relationships of Tout, k, and nout.

2.2. Analyses of Basic Scheme of Torque Coupling

The application of the torque-coupling scheme corresponds to a parallel HEV. The
ability to adjust the engine torque to the TER in Figure 7 can be used as an index to measure
the torque-decoupling performance. According to the position of the motor, three basic
schemes can be obtained, as shown in Figure 8, in which the motor is placed in front of the
transmission, in the transmission, and behind the transmission. In Scheme A, the motor
gear was coupled with the engine gear. The motor gear in Scheme B is independent of the
engine gear. Scheme C is a special case of Scheme B. The basic scheme of torque coupling is
divided into two types: the first is the coupling of img and ie, and the second is that img is
not related to ie. Here, the motor transmission ratio and engine transmission ratio are img
and ie, respectively.

Figure 7. Torque economic region.

Figure 8. Basic schemes of torque coupling.
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2.2.1. Torque-Decoupling Capability

In this section, the relationship between the torque-decoupling ability and the motor
gear and engine gear is studied. The torque-coupling configuration satisfies Equations (4)–(6).
Similar to the calculation of the speed economic region, the percentages of schemes in the
torque economic region are calculated by the following formulas:

ne = nout/iout (3)

nmg = nout/img (4)

Tout = Teie + Tmgimg (5)

In terms of Scheme a, Scheme b and Scheme c, six sub-schemes employing the param-
eters of Table 3 are analyzed: Scheme I belongs to type 1, and the rest belong to type 2. In
addition, all of them use the same six-gear transmission and final drive. Therefore, the
relationships, as shown in Figure 9 and Table 4, between the torque-decoupling ability and
motor gear are obtained in a similar manner to the calculation of speed-decoupling ability.

Table 3. Parameters of six schemes of torque coupling.

Type Scheme MG in Front of
Transmission

MG in
Transmission

MG behind of
Transmission

1 I img = ie — —

2

II-a — img1 = 1, img2 = 4 —
II-b — img1 = 1, img2 = 1.5 —
II-c — img1 = 1, img2 = 2, img3 = 4 —
III-a — — img = 1
III-b — — img = 2

Figure 9. Simulation results of torque-decoupling capability.

Table 4. Quantitative results of torque-decoupling capability.

Scheme I II-a II-b II-c III-a III-b

Decoupling region 50.8% 51.9% 45.1% 56.7% 39% 44%

According to Figure 9, first, it is difficult to consider the decoupling ability of both
high-speed and high-torque conditions with only motor gears, such as Scheme III. Second,
a better decoupling ability can be obtained under high-speed and high-torque conditions
if the range of img is wider, such as in Scheme II. Third, for Scheme I, with a motor in
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front of the transmission, a strong torque-decoupling ability can be obtained without a
complicated structure.

The influence of the engine gear (employing Scheme II-a) on the torque-decoupling
capability was analyzed, as shown in Figure 10. By maintaining the range of engine gear
ratio unchanged, as shown in a–d, the decoupling ability weakens with a smaller number
of engine gears; by ensuring that the number of engine gears is unchanged, as shown in
e–h, decoupling ability weakens if the maximum gear ratio decreases or the smallest gear
ratio increases.

Figure 10. Influence law of ie based on Scheme II-a.

2.2.2. Torque Amplification Capacity

The relationship between the peak Tout of the configurations and nout should be
discussed using the same set of transmission ratios. Accordingly, the ki of Scheme I and the
img of Schemes II and III are optimized, employing an acceleration time of 0–100 km as the
objective function. The optimization and simulation results of the maximum Tout are shown
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in Table 5, and all schemes have similar maximal Tout curve shapes. By comparison, Scheme
I has a better dynamic performance, with the shortest acceleration time and the highest
peak Tout. In the second type of scheme, the dynamic performance of III-a is significantly
worse than that of the other schemes. For II-a and II-c, they do not require a significant
number of motor gears, because the difference in power performance is not guaranteed,
and there is no need to increase the motor gears at the expense of the system complexity.

Table 5. Peak Tout simulation results of torque coupling.

Scheme Parameters of
Optimization t100 Curve of Speed-Tout

Scheme I ki = 1.38
(img = kiie)

7.05 s

Scheme II-a img1 = 4
img2 = 1.5 7.24 s

Scheme II-c
img1 = 4

img2 = 2.49
img3 = 1.83

7.18 s

Scheme III-a img = 2 8.55 s
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2.3. Selection of Basic Scheme

Based on the above analysis of four aspects of the basic scheme of speed coupling, the
selection of these schemes was conducted. Each indicator of the basic scheme is classified
into five levels: A, good; B, slightly better; C, average; D, slightly worse; and E, bad. The
results are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Classification table of evaluation.

Project A B C D E

Speed-decoupling ability c a e, f — b, d
Electrical power characteristic e a c, f — b, d

Torque amplification capability a c e, f — b, d

According to Table 6, Scheme a and Scheme c should be selected as the optimal basic
scheme of speed coupling. We should avoid a situation in which a single coupling scheme,
which is the average level, might be ideal after configuration reconstruction and topology
design. Therefore, Scheme e and Scheme f were also selected.

In Table 4, Figure 10, and Table 5, the torque-decoupling ability and torque amplifica-
tion ability of Scheme I are typically close to Scheme II; thus, both of them were selected as
the basic torque-coupling schemes. Considering the decoupling performance and system
complexity, the range of img and ie should be as large as possible, and the gear numbers of
ie and img should not be significantly large. Subsequent works are based on these schemes
and the conclusions above.

3. Reconstruction of Configuration

The decoupling of the hybrid power system depends on the motor to increase the
decoupling ability of the system. A single-motor configuration can theoretically meet only
one decoupling requirement. The basic schemes selected in Section 2 cannot be adapted
to complex working conditions. Therefore, configuration reconstruction is conducted in
combination with a clutch, braking devices, and four-speed transmission in this section.

Single-motor configurations after reconstruction can be divided into types S and T.
S contains PG, whereas T does not. Configuration reconstruction of type S is based on
the basic schemes of speed coupling and transmission. The arrangement of the PG and
transmission should be considered. According to Equation (2), the factor determining
the internal torque of the PG is the output torque, Tout. If transmission can decouple Tout
from the wheel, the torque of the PG components can be well adjusted. Therefore, placing
a transmission on the output shaft of the PG is the ideal choice. The scheme of torque
coupling combined with transmission is analyzed in detail in Section 2.2.

Hybrid power systems should meet electric driving, engine driving, hybrid driving
and braking energy recovery, and parking charging modes. Therefore, type S should add
brakes to the engine shaft and motor shaft to realize the functions above. The clutch used
for the PG can convert type S to type T. For type T, the above functions can be realized
by adding a clutch between the engine and motor in type T. The obtained single-motor
configurations are shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Reconstruction of configuration results. (a) Reconstruction of the S schemes. (b) Recon-
struction of T schemes.

4. Optimization and Evaluation
4.1. Multi-Objective Optimization
4.1.1. Parameters and Premise

To analyze and evaluate the configuration, this section describes the multi-objective
genetic algorithm optimization of the main parameters of the configuration. The optimiza-
tion variables, including the speed ratio and characteristic parameters referring to practical
experience values, are listed in Table 7.

Table 7. Variable scope.

Variable Scope Max Quantity

Speed ratio of transmission–engine (ie) 0.5–5 4
Speed ratio of transmission–motor (img) 0.5–5 2

Coupling coefficient (ki) 0.5–2 1
PG characteristic parameter (k) 1.5–4 1

Final drive ratio (i0) 3–6 1

Subsequent optimization and simulation require specific parameters of vehicle power
and structure. With respect to a Mercedes Pullman saloon, the parameters are listed in
Table 8. Engine and motor efficient maps are presented in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Power sources map. (a) Engine map. (b) Motor map.
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Table 8. Vehicle parameter specification.

Parameter Value Unit

Curb weight (m) 1760 kg
Frontal area (A) 2.5 m2

Drag coefficient (Cd) 0.313 -
Mass conversion factor (δ) 1.04 -

Tire radius (r) 0.347 m
Adhesion coefficient (µ) 0.9 -

Rolling resistance coefficient (f) 0.015 -
Motor/Generator rated power 62 kw
Motor/Generator rated speed 4000/9000 rpm
Motor/Generator peak torque 150 N·m

Engine max power 63 kw
Engine peak torque 138(@3900 rpm) N·m
Engine speed scope 800–6000 rpm

4.1.2. Objective Function

The configuration parameters were optimized by employing the acceleration time
and fuel consumption as target functions. The time is relative to the maximal acceleration,
which is a function of Tout, and the calculation processes of peak Tout are shown in Figure 13.
The processes were divided into speed coupling and torque coupling.

Figure 13. Calculation process of max Tout. (a) Calculation process of speed-coupling scheme. (b) Cal-
culation process of the torque-coupling scheme.

Therefore, max Tout is obtained according to Formula (6).

Tout_max(v) = max
(
Tout_max.ig1, Tout_max.ig2, . . . , Tout_max.ig4

)
(6)

The relationship between speed and rolling resistance is as follows:

Ff (v) = mg f +
(

12.96Cd Av2

21.15

)
+ mgi (7)
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where i is the road gradient. Vehicle longitudinal acceleration, a, and acceleration time, t100,
are expressed as follows.

a =

(
min

( i0Tout_max(v)
r , mgµ

)
− Ff (v)

)
δm

(8)

t100 =
∫ 100

3.6

0

1
a

dv (9)

Fuel consumption is determined by the driving cycle, operating modes, and efficiency
of the power sources and transmissions. The WLTP cycle was used as the working condition
input, as shown in Figure 14. The fuel consumption and engine working point distribution
of the configuration were obtained under the control of the DP strategy. The minimal
equivalent fuel consumption, fi, corresponding to each working point was calculated using
the process shown in Figure 15 under two coupling methods.

Figure 14. WLTP operating conditions.

Figure 15. Equivalent fuel consumption calculation process.
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System efficiency is calculated as follows:

ηsys =


|Pmηmg|+Preq

Pe/ηe
nmgTmg < 0

Preq

|Pmηmg|+Pe/ηe
nmgTmg > 0

(10)

where ηsys represents system efficiency at both discharging and charging. The rate of fuel
consumption is

be(ηsys) =
3600

46ηsys
(11)

where be(ηsys) is the rate of fuel consumption in g/kWh considering system efficiency, and
46 is a constant related to the heating value of the fuel.

fi = Preqbe (12)

If it is a type S configuration, minimal fi can be obtained by comparing fi_n and fi_T to
obtain the economy objective function, as follows:

obj_eco =
1800

∑
i=1

fi (13)

The fitness function, shown in Formula (14), is the sum of the standardized target
functions multiplied by weights. Parameters were optimized under different weights to
obtain optimal results using the Pareto method.

f itness = w1
obj_eco

1000
+ w2

t100

13
(14)

where w1 and w2 are the weights corresponding to the fuel consumption and acceleration
time, respectively. In the economic target item, “1000” is a standardization parameter, and
the unit is gram. Similarly, “13” is another standardized parameter, and the unit is second.

4.1.3. Constraints and Optimization Results

When the clutch engages, the dynamic equations of the S schemes are as follows:

noig = ne = nmg (15)

To

ig
= Tmg + Te (16)

The speed and torque equations of the S schemes when the clutch disengages and
those of both T schemes are listed in Table 9, while multi-objective optimization results are
shown in Table 10.

Table 9. Speed and torque equations of S and T configurations.

Scheme Speed Equation Torque Equation

S-1 noig =
(

kne+nmg

(1+k)

)
To
ig

= (1 + k)Tmg = (1+k)Te
k

S-2 noig =
(knmg+ne)

(1+k)
To
ig

= (1 + k)Te =
(1+k)Tmg

k

S-3 noig =
((1+k)nmg−ne)

k
To
ig

= kTe =
kTmg

(1+k)

S-4 noig =
((1+k)ne−nmg)

k
To
ig

= kTmg = kTe
(1+k)

T-1 ne = noie, nmg = noieki
To
ie

= Te + Tmgki
T-2 ne = noie, nmg = noimg To = Teie + Tmgimg
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Table 10. Multi-objective optimization results of configuration.

Scheme k i0 ie1 ie2 ie3 ie4 ki img1 img2

S-1 1.98 5.69 4 2.18 1.43 0.63 — — —
S-2 1.51 5.1 4 2.05 1.44 0.69 — — —
S-3 3.16 4.58 4 2.28 1.6 0.78 — — —
S-4 1.5 5.97 4 2.39 1.47 1.07 — — —
T-1 — 5.51 3.9 1.83 1.21 0.65 1.5 — —
T-2 — 4.75 3.93 2.3 1.54 0.76 — 3.98 1.51

4.2. Evaluation and Analysis of Configuration

The best configuration can be selected by evaluating three aspects: dynamic prop-
erty, economy, and adaption. The adaptability of the schemes concerns the economic
performance of the configuration under different working conditions. The indicator of
adaptability, fk, corresponding to one driving cycle is defined as:

fk =
Fuel

Fuelreq
,

Fuelreq =
100E

4.6× 104 × 0.7× s
,

E =
∫

Preqdt (17)

where Fuelreq (L/100 km), an ideal consumption made by the self-requirement of the
working conditions, is not associated with the configuration. Fuel (L/100 km), which is
determined by the configuration and working conditions, is a parameter of interest; E is
the energy consumption calculated by the integral of Preq; Preq is the power demand at a
certain moment; and s is the mileage corresponding to the working conditions.

Under the control of DP and four representative conditions, WLTP, HWFET, ARTE-
RIAL, and LA92, the value of Fuel for each working condition can be obtained. The values
of fk are listed in Table 11. The adaptability, f, of the configuration under the four working
conditions can be calculated using Formula (18).

f =
1
n

n=4

∑
i=1

fk (18)

Table 11. Adaptability simulation results under working conditions.

fk HWFET ARTERIAL LA92 WLTC

S-1 2.96 4.78 2.72 2.83
S-2 2.97 4.74 2.76 2.82
S-3 2.80 4.66 2.79 2.80
S-4 2.89 4.54 2.73 2.80
T-1 3.35 5.52 2.83 2.88
T-2 3.44 5.62 2.86 2.89

In Table 12, three indicators for each scheme are listed. To comprehensively con-
sider the indicators of these schemes, we need to normalize the three indicators by the
standardization method of standard deviation presented in Equation (19).

yij =
xij − xj√

var(xj)
(19)
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where yij is the result of standardizing xij, x is an average from the indicator of a certain

row, j, in Table 13, and
√

var(xj) is the variance of the indicator of a certain row, j.

Table 12. Configuration performance analysis results.

Indicator S-1 S-2 S-3 S-4 T-1 T-2

Fuel consumption (L/100 km) 4.78 4.76 4.74 4.74 4.86 4.88
Acceleration time

0–100 km(s) 7.44 7.72 7.94 7.64 9.44 7.83

Adaptability f 3.32 3.32 3.26 3.24 3.64 3.70

Table 13. Standardization results of configuration performance.

Indicator S-1 S-2 S-3 S-4 T-1 T-2

Economy −0.22 −0.54 −0.87 −0.87 1.08 1.41
Dynamic property −0.77 −0.39 −0.09 −0.50 1.98 −0.24

Adaptability −0.46 −0.46 −0.76 −0.86 1.12 1.42

Standardization results are shown in Table 13 and Figure 16, where the lower the
value, the better the performance of the scheme. Therefore, considering the economy, power
performance, and adaptability comprehensively, the configuration S-4 corresponds to the
optimal solution.

Figure 16. Multiangle evaluation of configuration.

5. Simulation and Verification

To verify the validity of the proposed configuration design method and the config-
uration obtained using this method, this chapter analyzes two aspects of economy and
power performance, including engine operating point adjustment ability, electrical power
loss, output torque characteristics, and 0–100 km acceleration time. Currently, the most
representative hybrid power system is THS [30,31]. Figure 17 shows its configuration. The
parameters of the optimized THS are listed in Table 14.

Table 14. Optimized parameters of THS.

Parameter k i0 img ir

value 2.78 3.91 1.48 1
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Figure 17. THS configuration.

5.1. Fuel Economy

By simulation under WLTC, the fuel consumption of THS is 4.68 L/100 km, and the
consumption of S-4 is 4.74 L/100 km. There is no significant economic difference between
the two configurations, which can be attributed to electric power loss and engine operating
point distribution.

It can be observed from Table 15 and Figure 18 that the electric power loss of THS
(>0.5 kW, 74.12%) is higher than that of S-4 (>0.5 kW, 20.11%). As shown in Table 16, fuel
consumption (<260 g/kWh) is defined as high efficiency, and the proportion of S-4 that
works at a high efficiency is 27.48% lower than that of THS.

Table 15. Electric power-loss statistics.

Power Loss (kW) <0.3 0.3–0.4 0.4–0.5 0.5–0.8 0.8–1 1–1.5 >1.5

THS (%) 17.29 3.22 5.36 19.3 16.89 29.62 8.31
S-4 (%) 68.23 6.03 5.63 11.13 5.5 3.08 0.4

Figure 18. Distribution of engine operating points.

Table 16. Fuel consumption rate statistics.

Fuel Consumption (g/kWh) <260 260–280 280–300 300–320 320–350 350–380 >380

THS (%) 67.69 9.79 6.84 2.41 3.49 8.71 1.07
S-4 (%) 40.21 22.65 10.32 5.76 8.18 6.84 6.03

5.2. Power Performance

The dynamic simulation results were obtained considering the maximum driving
force of the wheel as the goal for determining the state of the power sources, as shown in
Figure 19. When the speed < 141 km/h, the driving force of S-4 is higher than that of THS.
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Figure 19. Vehicle driving force and resistance.

Because the wheel drive forces of S-4 and THS are opposite before and after 141 km/h,
the red curve and the blue dashed line intersect at u = 180 km/h (time = 37.4 s). The
accelerated simulation results are shown in Figure 20 and Table 17. S-4 exhibits power
performance advantages. The acceleration time of 0–100 km/h for THS and S-4 are 13.5 s
and 6.69 s, respectively.

Figure 20. Vehicle speed simulation.

Table 17. Summary of simulation results.

Fuel Consumption/(L/100 km)
Acceleration Time/(s) Maximum

Speed/(km/h)0–50 km 0–100 km

THS 4.68 5.88 13.5 205
S-4 4.74 1.79 6.69 213

Difference −0.06 4.09 6.81 8

6. Conclusions

Based on the fuel-saving mechanism of HEVs, this study proposed a configuration
design method. Considering a single-motor hybrid power system as the research object,
four capability indicators, including speed-decoupling ability, torque-decoupling ability,
electric power characteristics, and torque amplification ability, were proposed to analyze
the characteristics of the basic speed and torque-coupling schemes, and six schemes were
selected with respect to the four capabilities. To improve the chosen schemes, research
on configuration reconstruction was conducted. By establishing a multiangle evaluation
and selection method for power, economy, and working condition adaptability, the best
configuration, S-4, was obtained from these feasible scheme sets. Comparing S-4 and THS
by simulation analysis to verify the availability of the design method, it was found that the
dynamic performance of S-4 is better than that of THS owing to S-4′s higher driving force.
The times required to attain 100 km/h from 0 km/h for THS and S-4 are 13.5 s and 6.69 s,
respectively. Furthermore, its economy is almost equal to that of THS: The consumption of
S-4 is 4.74 L/100 km, the consumption of THS is 4.68 L/100 km. S-4 has lower electric loss,
and THS works more in high-efficiency regions.
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The contribution of this article is that it proposes a design method of basic (preliminary)
configuration analysis, selection, reconstruction, and multiangle evaluation. The method
based on a fuel-saving mechanism provides a clear thread to indicate configuration design
without resorting to exhaustive search principles.

Dual-motor configurations or more complex hybrid power systems can be designed
using this method. More performance indicators, such as cost and complexity, can be
introduced to evaluate the configuration from the perspective of commercial products.
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Nomenclature

HEV Hybrid electric vehicle
PG Planetary gear
SER Speed economic range
TER Torque economic range
MG Motor/generator
DP Dynamic programming
ne Speed of engine
nout Speed of PG’s output shaft
ns Speed of PG’s sun gear
nc Speed of PG’s carrier gear
nR Speed of PG’s ring gear
nmg Speed of motor/generator
Ts Torque of PG’s sun gear
TR Torque of PG’s sun gear
Tc Torque of PG’s carrier gear
Te Torque of engine
Tout Torque of PG’s output shaft
Tmg Speed of motor/generator
k Ratio of teeth number of PG ring gear to teeth number of PG sun gear
ie Ratio of engine speed
ig Speed ratio of transmission
img Speed ratio of motor
ki Coupling coefficient
t100 Acceleration time of 0–100 km/h
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WLTP World Light Vehicle Test Procedure
HWFET Highway Fuel Economy Test
ARTERIAL ARTERIAL Cycle
LA92 California Unified Cycle
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